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We report a theoretical analysis of transverse spin current in a four-probe graphene nanostructure in the
absence of spin-orbit interaction and magnetic field. The nanostructure consists of a finite-size graphene sheet
connected to the outside world by two zigzag graphene nanoribbons GNR and two armchair graphene
nanoribbons, forming a cross-shaped two-dimensional device. Due to edge state induced magnetism at zigzag
GNR boundaries, our result shows that a pure transverse spin current without an accompanying charge current
is induced. We have calculated the transverse spin conductance by an atomic first-principles method where
density-functional theory is carried out within the Keldysh nonequilibrium Green’s function framework.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.79.165417 PACS numbers: 85.35.p, 71.15.Mb, 73.63.b, 81.05.Uw
I. INTRODUCTION
Several years ago Murakami et al.1 proposed a notion of
dissipationless spin current that has generated considerable
interest in the literature. For device samples having a finite
extent, the flow of spin current can cause spin accumulation
at edges of the sample, resulting to a situation that spin-up
electrons accumulate at one edge while spin-down electrons
at the opposite edge.2 Hence a spin-Hall effect SHE Refs.
3 and 4 is produced where chemical potentials for the two
spin channels become different at the two edges of the
sample. In semiconductor samples, intrinsic SHE is shown to
occur due to spin-orbital SO interactions.1,4
In a very interesting paper, Kane and Mele5 proposed that
an intrinsic quantized SHE is possible in two-dimensional
graphene due to SO interaction coupled to the peculiarity of
graphene electronic structure. However, it was pointed out
by a number of authors6 that SO interaction in graphene is
extremely weak, 0.01 meV, so that the intrinsic SHE can-
not be easily observed in realistic experimental conditions.
Nevertheless, large noninteger spin-Hall conductance can be-
come measurable experimentally in the metallic regime.7 In
addition, it appears that integer SHE can be induced extrin-
sically in graphene driven by an external magnetic field.8
In this work, we show that it is actually possible to gen-
erate a transverse spin current electrically in graphene nano-
structures without SO interaction and without external mag-
netic field. The intrinsic physics behind this is due to
electronic structure of zigzag graphene nanoribbon GNR. It
has been known that zigzag GNR has magnetic edge states
along the zigzag ribbon boundaries,9–11 namely, the atoms
are spin polarized along the zigzag edge due to localized
electronic structure at those locations. On the other hand, an
armchair GNR does not have magnetic edge. We find that a
four-probe graphene cross formed by two zigzag GNRs and
two armchair GNRs can produce transverse spin current.12
The mechanism we have discovered is purely electronic, i.e.,
intrinsic to the graphene nanostructure. We have carried out
extensive first-principles calculations to investigate this
effect.
Theoretical study of edge magnetism in graphene
nanoribbon9,10 dates back to before the recent seminal papers
of experimental work on single sheet graphene.13 In particu-
lar, when a zigzag GNR is monohydrogenated at one edge
and dihydrogenated at the other edge, it was found that a net
and finite magnetic moment M appears in the zigzag GNR
Ref. 10 due to localized electronic states going along the
zigzag GNR edges at zero temperature. If both edges are
monohydrogenated, edge magnetism still occurs but the mo-
ments on the two edges tend to point to opposite direction
with a tiny energy loss over the ferromagnetic configuration
when all moments point to the same direction. In other
words, ferromagnetic coupling crossing the ribbon width is
slightly more favored than antiferromagnetic. The edge mag-
netism has recently been subjected to extensive theoretical
investigations and, importantly, it appears to survive weak
disorder at the zigzag GNR edge.11 To save space, we refer
interested readers to the original literature on the physics of
edge magnetism in zigzag GNR.9–11 In the following, by
first-principles calculation, we show that this edge magne-
tism gives rise to a pure transverse spin current in graphene
nanostructures.
II. THEORY AND NUMERICAL RESULTS
The four-probe graphene nanostructure we consider is
shown in Fig. 1. The device consists of a central scattering
region indicated by the square box connected by four semi-
infinite GNR as device leads. In particular, we use two arm-
chair GNR leads along the x direction and two zigzag GNR
leads along the z direction. The carbon atoms at edges of the
two armchair GNRs are saturated by hydrogen atoms. The
zigzag GNRs are monohydrogenated on the upper edge and
dihydrogenated on the lower edge.10 The system is symmet-
ric about x axis. Therefore, for this device edge magnetism
exists on the left and right leads zigzag GNR, and there is
no magnetism on the top and bottom leads armchair GNR.
Note that the experimental fabrication of GNR that is as
narrow as 2 nm has been realized.14 We imagine that the
four-probe graphene nanostructure may possibly be made by
fusing two narrow GNRs, or by cutting four corners of a
square graphene sheet using oxygen plasma technique.15 Be-
cause the two zigzag GNR electrodes have edge magnetism,
there are two possible configurations of the moments. First,
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magnetic moments ML/R of the left and right leads zigzag
GNRs are parallel, i.e., ML=MR. Second, they are antipar-
allel, ML=−MR. It turns out that antiparallel configuration
induces an anomalous spin-Hall effect, namely, a pure spin
current can flow between armchair GNR leads when zigzag
GNR leads are biased by an external voltage see below.
The atomic structure of the scattering region see Fig. 1
for both parallel and antiparallel configurations is relaxed
using the total-energy density-functional theory DFT pack-
age SIESTA.16 During the relaxation, each lead included in the
scattering region must be long enough to ensure that the
potential at the boundary be the same as that of the semi-
infinite lead.17 Calculation shows that the geometry optimi-
zation does not considerably change the atomic structure
from the ideal one. The total energy of the four-probe device
with parallel configuration is slightly lower than that of an-
tiparallel configuration. Obviously, this energy difference is
only associated with the formation of domain wall in the
center of the device and diminishes as the size of device
increases. Hence it can be easily overcome in realistic ex-
perimental situations. Once the scattering region is relaxed,
the four leads are extended to infinity to form the four-probe
transport junctions of Fig. 1 for quantum transport calcula-
tions at finite bias. For nonequilibrium transport calculation,
we use the state-of-the-art first-principles quantum transport
package MATDCAL Refs. 18 and 19, where DFT is carried
out within the Keldysh nonequilibrium Green’s function for-
malism NEGF.20 Within NEGF-DFT the device Hamil-
tonian and electronic structure are determined by DFT, the
nonequilibrium quantum statistics of the device physics is
determined by NEGF, and the transport boundary conditions
under external bias are handled by real-space numerical
techniques.
Details of the two-probe NEGF-DFT implementation can
be found in Refs. 18 and 19, and further calculation details of
this work are given in Ref. 20. The extension to four probes
is to include into the retarded Green’s function,
Gr =
1
E − H − r
, 1
a four-probe self-energy
r = L
r + R
r + D
r + U
r
, 2
which describes coupling of the scattering region to the four
semi-infinite leads labeled by L, R, D, and U the left, right,
down, and up leads.21,22 r is obtained by standard iterative
method for the periodic lattice of graphene ribbons.19 The
transmission coefficient for spin channel  is obtained from
NEGF as21,23
TijE = TriGr jGa, 3
where indices i , j are any of L, R, D, and U, Tij indicates
transmission coefficient from j lead to i lead,  labels spin
configuration, and i= ii
r
−i
a. We consider collinear mo-
ments and neglect spin-orbit interaction.6
The density of states DOS of the zigzag GNR is shown
in Fig. 2a where a gap separating spin-up and spin-down
channels appears near the Fermi level as expected.9–11 In
comparison, Fig. 2b shows DOS of an armchair GNR.
Comparing DOS of zigzag GNR and armchair GNR, we ob-
serve that there is little overlap for spin-up channels between
the left zigzag GNR lead and the down armchair GNR lead
in the energy range of −1–1 eV, indicating a half-metallic
behavior11 in this range of energy. Hence, spin-up electrons
cannot traverse between left and down leads. For spin-down
channel, DOS of the left zigzag GNR lead overlaps with that
of the down armchair GNR lead for energy range 0.25 eV
E0.6 eV. As a result, transmission of electrons is al-
lowed only for spin-down channel in the energy window
0.25 eV, 0.6 eV.
The transverse spin conductance can be calculated as fol-
lows. We apply a very small external bias Vi to the four leads
i= L ,U ,R ,D as Vi= v /2,0 ,−v /2,0, i.e., biasing the L and
R leads, and measure charge and the transverse spin conduc-
tance Gch and Gsp between i=D ,U, i.e., transverse to the
FIG. 1. Color online Atomic geometry of the four-probe
graphene nanostructure. The left/right L ,R leads are zigzag
GNRs, monohydrogenated on the upper edge, and dihydrogenated
on the lower edge of the region. The up/down U ,D leads are
armchair GNRs monohydrogenated on both edges.
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FIG. 2. a Spin resolved DOS of a zigzag GNR. b DOS of an
armchair GNR. The positions of EF are set to zero as indicated by
the horizontal line.
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external electric field. Since T is the transmission coeffi-
cient from lead  to lead  with spin index = ↑↓ or , the
charge current from lead  to  is given by e2 /hT
v−v. Similarly, the spin current from lead  to  is given
by e /4	Tv−v. According to the multiprobe
Landauer-Büttiker formula, the charge and spin currents
through lead  is given by
I = e2/h

Tv − v ,
Is = e/4	

Tv − v . 4
For our setup, the transverse charge conductance Gch and
transverse spin conductance Gsp can be calculated from24–26
Gch = e2/2hTDL↑ + TDL↓ − TDR↑ + TDR↓ ,
Gsp = e/8	TDL↑ − TDL↓ − TDR↑ − TDR↓ . 5
Hence, the behavior of transmission Tij determines these
transport quantities.
Figure 3 plots transmission coefficient of parallel configu-
ration. The following observations are in order. 1 Since the
left/right leads only allow electron to transmit in spin-down
channel in the energy range 0.25 eV, 0.6 eV, only spin-
down components of TUL, TUR, TLD, TRD, and TLR are non-
zero. For TDU, electron can transmit in both spin-up and
spin-down channels. Since zigzag GNR leads are ferromag-
netic, the scattering potential in the central region is spin
dependent due to proximity effect or due to evanescent
modes in the language of scattering theory. Therefore, when
a charge is injected from the down lead, its spin must be
influenced by the spin-polarized potential and it exits from
the upper lead with a spin dependent transmission coeffi-
cient. Therefore TDU is spin polarized and this polarization
persists for energy larger than 0.6 eV. 2 Because the device
is symmetric about x axis, we have TUL,↓=TUR,↓ and TLD,↓
=TRD,↓. 3 Comparing the curves in Fig. 3a, TLD,↓ is of one
order of magnitude larger than TUL,↓. This means that the
spin-down electrons are more likely to transfer to the D lead
than to the U lead when a small bias is applied between L
and R leads given the fact that TLD equals to TDL. This is
understandable because the L or R lead is not symmetric
about the z axis due to different numbers of H atoms on up
and down edges of the zigzag GNR. More quantitatively,
Fig. 4 plots the real-space projection on the x-z plane of the
spin-down electron density in parallel configuration, ob-
tained by integrating density along the y axis. Figure 4 shows
that the spin-down density in the down edge is larger than
that in the upper edge for left/right zigzag GNR leads, indi-
cating that more electrons are traversing to the D lead. 4
Since all the spin-up channels of transmission coefficients
appearing in Eq. 5 are closed, both Gch and Gsp are zero
see Fig. 3. We conclude that no spin-Hall effect is possible
in parallel configuration.
For antiparallel configuration, we expect only spin-down
channel in the left zigzag GNR lead and only spin-up chan-
nel in the right zigzag GNR lead for transport. This is con-
firmed in Fig. 5 where the calculated TUL,↑=TLD,↑=TUR,↓
=TRD,↓=0. Different from parallel configuration, we found
TLR,↑=TLR,↓=0 since there is no overlap between DOS of the
left and right leads in the relevant energy range. Because
spin-down electron distribution of the L lead is equal to the
spin-up electron distribution of the R lead, we have TUL,↓
=TUR,↑ and TLD,↓=TRD,↑. In addition, because the density of
spin-down electron on the lower edge of the left zigzag GNR
lead is much larger than that on the upper edge, we have
TLD,↓
TUL,↓. For the R lead, it is the spin-up electron density
that is larger at the lower edge, resulting TRD,↑
TUR,↑. Fur-
thermore, Fig. 5d shows that TDU,↑=TDU,↓: this is because
spin-down channel of the left zigzag GNR lead plays the
same role as spin-up channel of the right zigzag GNR lead;
thus the influence of left lead to spin-down transport between
leads U and D must be the same as the influence of the right
lead to spin up. Using TDL↑=TDR↓=0 and TDL↓=TDR↑, from
Eq. 5 we obtain
Gch = 0, Gsp = −  e4	TDL↓, 6
where TDL↓=TLD↓ is shown in Fig. 5a. Hence a pure spin
current, without an accompanying charge current, is induced
in antiparallel configuration devices.
In order to observe the transverse spin current experimen-
tally, one probably needs a wider GNR than what we have
calculated here. To address this issue, we have done ab initio
calculations of the magnetic moment of several wider
straight zigzag GNRs a straight GNR is much easier to cal-
culate than the four-probe device using DFT and found that
they indeed possess finite magnetic moment. In particular the
band structures of zigzag GNR were calculated for ribbons
with width d=1.27, 1.7, 2.6, and 4.8 nm. These widths are
within reach by the fabrication technique in Ref. 14. We have
the following observations. First, there is always a gap be-
tween the spin-up and spin-down channels near the Fermi
level for all ribbon widths. Therefore, in the energy range
0, 0.8 eV, only spin-down up electrons can be injected
into the device from left right lead for antiparallel configu-
ration of the moments in the four-probe device. This agrees
FIG. 3. Spin dependent transmission coefficients for parallel
configuration. a From left up to up left leads and from down
left to left down leads. b From right up to up right leads and
from down right to right down leads. c From right left to left
right. d From up down to down up.
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with the result discussed above. Second, the complete spin-
polarized flatband near the Fermi level gives rise to a finite
magnetic moment on the edge see detailed discussion in
Ref. 10, which led to the transverse spin current in our four-
probe device structure. Since the presence of ferromagnetic
leads is the key of this effect, as long as finite magnetic
moments exists for wider zigzag GNRs, the transverse spin
current should remain.
Furthermore, our calculation for wider GNR shows that a
magnetic moment exists on each edge carbon atom. Impor-
tantly, finite magnetic moments also appear on two hydrogen
atoms at the bihydrogenated edge. For GNRs with width d
=1.27, 1.7, 2.6, and 4.8 nm, the total magnetic moments on
the dihydrogenated edges including one C atom and two
hydrogen atoms are 0.0663, 0.0637, 0.1065, and 0.1060
Bohr magneton, respectively. The magnetic moment of these
hydrogen atoms is along the same direction as that of carbon
atom on the other edge, resulting to a ferromagnetic state.
Theoretically, the formation of a ferromagnetic state in
our GNR has a very strong reason. For the zigzag ribbon,
there are 2N carbon atoms in a unit cell where N is the
number of bipartite lattice sites. Due to the formation of sp3
bonds at the bihydrogenated edge, only 2N-1 carbon atoms
have electrons in a unit cell resulting to an imbalance of
number of electrons in the sublattices. According to Lieb’s
theorem,27 the ground state of such a configuration must be a
ferromagnetic state with finite magnetization. Our ab initio
result is totally consistent with Lieb’s theorem.
III. SUMMARY
In summary, by ab initio NEGF-DFT calculations we
have shown that a pure transverse spin current can be gen-
erated without spin-orbital interaction and without external
magnetic field. This effect is due to edge magnetism that
occurs in the zigzag GNR—an intrinsic property of graphene
nanoribbons. The value of the transverse spin conductance
Gsp of the graphene nanostructure is rather large, being simi-
lar in magnitude as that of 2D mesoscopic semiconductor
devices in which the SHE is generated by large Rashba spin-
orbital interactions.25,26 Since 1D magnetic order due to
short-range interactions does not survive thermal fluctuation
in the thermodynamic limit, we expect the transverse spin
current discussed here to exist in nanoscale samples.
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FIG. 5. Spin dependent transmission of antiparallel configura-
tion at zero bias. a From left up to up left lead and from down
left to left down lead. b From right up to up right lead and
from down right to right down lead. c From right left to left
right lead. d From up down to down up lead.
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